GENERAL NOTES

1. See Standard Drawing E 706-MSRW-09 for plan view and additional reinforcing bars in the railing at the railing joints.


3. The thickness of the coarse aggregate No. 8 shall be equal to the combined thicknesses of the first two lifts of HMA, but not less than 6 in.

4. For moment slab thickness ≤ 15 in., this shall be 2'-0".
   For moment slab thickness > 15 in., this shall be moment-slab thickness plus 12 in.

5. The moment slab shall be used only within the limits of the MSE wall.

6. Reinforcing bars in the moment slab shall be epoxy coated.

7. See Standard Drawing E 703-BRST-01 for reinforcing-bar bending diagrams and notes.

---

Moment-slab pay width minus 4"

#8 BENT BAR
with standard 180° hook

Moment-slab pay width minus 4"

#5 BENT BAR or #8 BENT BAR
with standard 90° bend

#4 BENT BAR